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SECTION 1
COMPANY OVERVIEW

“With over 100 years of industry experience and 
international resources, Alsco achieves a consistency 
of quality in both service and product.”
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Alsco Pty Ltd

CORPORATE HEAD OFFICE - AUSTRALIA

Building 1, Level 2, 20 Bridge Street Pymble, NSW, 2073

Phone 02 9497 3999

ABOUT US 
Alsco has been providing professional textile rental services throughout Australia since 1963. The company is a wholly owned subsidiary 
of Alsco Incorporated, which was established in Lincoln, Nebraska by the Steiner family in 1889. Today Alsco Incorporated is still 
owned by the Steiner family and employs over 15,000 people worldwide with 3,300 of these in Australasia. In order to provide our 
customers with a total managed service solution, Alsco owns and operates most of its critical supply partners. This generates 
significant cost savings and ensures the quality and availability of products. 

Our range of services include a fully managed supply and laundry service, provided through Australian Linen Supply, and an extensive 
range of industrial and image workwear, corporate clothing and uniforms by Deane Apparel. Through Clean Room Garments (CRG) we 
are able to offer cleanroom garment services, theatre packs, consumables and chemosafety products to the medical, pharmaceutical, 
electronic markets and Defence Forces. We also provide managed first aid kits as well as Nationally Accredited first aid and fire warden 
training through Alsco’s Managed Services division. Our washroom services division, Fresh & Clean, delivers a completely managed 
washroom program, which includes hand drying systems, feminine hygiene, odour control, soap disposal and hygiene systems. 

Our services are delivered to a large and diverse customer base from our Australian and New Zealand processing plants and distribution 
centres. 
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WHY BUY WHEN YOU CAN RENT
Every business knows the importance of cash flow. When a large purchase is made it can have a 
noticeable impact on the cash resources of a company. When you rent, however, the cash flow 
impact is avoided. Therefore a convenient, economical rental program will provide the benefits 
of clean, quality linens,uniforms, with no capital investment for your business. Our price includes 
supply, as well as commercial laundering, repairs and pickup and delivery. 

We have become a leader in developing and implementing new procedures to improve the 
rental process for clients, including bar-coded & UHF chipped items to maximise accuracy and 
personal garment lockers to provide employees with a secure, personal space for their uniforms. 

TAILORED SERVICES 
Alsco’s many years of experience providing professionally managed rental services makes us the 
ideal choice for any business. The bottom line is we will create an effective program to suit your 
specific needs. We do the work while you maintain control. Alsco can tailor services specifically 
for your company, giving you more time to focus on the things your business does best. 

DISTRIBUTION CAPABILITIES 
Alsco currently has 13 Industrial laundries in all major mainland capital cities as well as 
seven Service Centres and five Fresh & Clean operations across Australia. Alsco’s vertical 
chain of supply operations is able to provide a range of options which are attractive to a large 
number of our customer base. Our systems are tried and tested with 45,000 customers 
currently utilising a range of Alsco’s services on a National Basis.

NATIONAL 
CUSTOMERS

COLES

WOOLWORTHS QANTAS 

CATERING MCDONALDS

BEGA

SIMPLOT

SODEXO

VISY

DAVID JONES  

GOODMAN FIELDER 

DULUX 

FONTERRA

REAL PET FOODS

and many more...
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LEADING MARKET TECHNOLOGY 
UHF CHIPPING
RFID (UHF) CHIPPING AND TEXTILE TRACKING SOFTWARE 

In 2004 Alsco (Australia), developed an industry specific software system that has been designed to provide clearer and more customer 
oriented data. This software has now been rolled out to all Alsco operations internationally.

The Alsco Garment software system is very a robust system and allied with UHF tracking supplies substantial and accurate data for 
management analysis. Many of the Reporting KPI’s required by Customers are set up in our system and supplied for analysis. If other 
information is required these can usually be developed from our data management system through programs written by our IT specialists. 
Various reports needed for analysis are available as both “soft” and “hard” options.

These reports are reviewed by the SAM, with the customer, on their regular visits and by the National Account Manager in National 
Review Meetings. All Garments and Specified Products are fitted with UHF Chips (Ultra High Frequency). UHF chip tracking is more 
accurate than RFID (low frequency), bar coding or manually counting. This system ensures we are able to simply identify and track 
garments, and allied with our software system able to produce reports that provide information for managing the costs associated with 
using a textile rental system.

Our customised software, gives us the ability to highlight non-usage of garments and product, allowing product to be removed/increased 
as necessary. As an example of the effectiveness of the information, non-presentation of garments allows customers to identify whether 
an employee is still with the organisation or simply on leave. The software helps identify variations in usage, giving us the flexibility to 
make swift inventory changes. Identification of non-usage of garments is a driving factor to our overall success of retaining customers 
and gaining new ones, by way of identifying un-necessary spend.
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DATA MANAGEMENT REPORTING
Alsco’s customised software provides clients with data management reporting that drives cost reduction and eliminates waste. This 
system is robust and was designed to meet the expectations of all customers. The strength of the system lies in its ability to supply data 
which allows our largest and most diverse customers (such as National Accounts) to identify non usage, and identify cost reduction 
opportunities. Reports can be accessed at an individual site level, or consolidated to provide an organisational overview.

Examples of these reports include...

Our data management system allows us to report on your invoicing and product utilisation data in a variety of different formats. These 
reports can be supplied upon request and are also used during regular service and management review meetings.

TURNOVER BY  
GARMENT REPORT 

Highlights overall garment 
usage, their lifecycle in the 

system and detects any 
disappearance of garments 

as they occur;

MONTHLY GARMENT 
TURNOVER BY USER 

A detailed analysis of 
garment usage down 

to an individual wearer 
level allowing for the 
observation of trends 
and detection of any 

anomalies;

MISSING GARMENT 
REPORT 

As an exception report it 
complements the Turnover 

by Garment Report in 
preventing garment 

shortages well before they 
turn into a problem;

LOW USAGE REPORT

Identifies individuals 
who are not utilising the 

service regularly.
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The Alsco group operates under an environmental policy which is aligned to the 
regulatory standards and applicable legislation through local and regional au-
thorities. Alsco is an environmentally conscious and responsible Company. To 
meet this commitment, it is Alsco’s policy to strive to ensure that all aspects of 
the Organisation have the least harmful effect on the environment by adopt-
ing and implementing environmentally sensitive practices in all of its operations.   
Alsco will:

 • Identify, implement and promote an environmental management system
to consistently endeavour to exceed the standards set for our industry.
Reduce our waste quantities by reusing and re-cycling materials where
possible to demonstrate our commitment to operating in an
ecologically sustainable manner

 • Provide an environmentally sound workplace with operating procedures
which support our environmental management objectives.

 • Work closely with its employees, customers and the community to develop
and implement agreed environmental initiatives.

 • Partner with Suppliers and contractors who act in accordance with our
environmental standards.

ALSCO ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY

14
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SUSTAINABILITY
Alsco is a good corporate citizen and focuses on products and services which have a 
minimal impact on the environment and has introduced a number of products which are 
environmentally friendly. Alsco has Environmental and Sustainability policies in place and has 
introduced programmes and purchased operational equipment which focuses on energy and 
water reduction.

OUR CARBON ACCOUNTING PROCESS
Alsco do not go over the current threshold which has been set by the government for carbon usage. 
When the government drops the threshold we will report directly. We currently record our carbon emission usage 
and reports are compiled regarding this usage. Being a privately owned company these are presented to the government 
come tax time.

QUALITY ASSURANCE & COMPLIANCE
All Alsco branches launder to the standards of AS/NZS 4146:2000 Laundry Practice, which specifies general laundry practice requirements 
for commercial and industrial laundries. Through these standards Alsco achieves both thermal and chemical disinfection of all laundered 
garments.

Alsco plants have achieved ISO 9002 accreditation and HACCP (Hazard Analysis Critical Control Points) and GMP certification through 
SAI Global. This standard benefits all industries with the assurance and peace of mind that the highest processing standards and strictest 
compliance, are in place and being met.
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ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT
It takes a team of people to set up a major account and to ensure a smooth transition across to 
Alsco services. More importantly key Alsco employees will play a vital roles in maintaining and 
ensuring the expected level of service, is delivered on and maintained. The following is a brief 
description of these key personal and their roles within the Alsco structure.

REGIONAL GENERAL MANAGERS
The Regional GM’s oversee and manage the Account Team including all Alsco Branches.

They will gain information from the Account Team and Branch Management on the progress of the Accounts and will oversee all 
important decisions from a high level, to improve on or make changes to, the overall Service Provided by Alsco.

ACCOUNTS TEAM
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT MANAGER
The Business Development Manager will be the initial point of contact to introduce you to the Alsco internal systems and our overall 

service value proposition. They will manage the process and steps taken to negotiate the initial setup. They will oversee the rollout of 

your Account, ensuring a smooth transition across to Alsco.

ACCOUNT MANAGER

The Account Manager will follow up this work, and act as an independent review agent for Alsco HO Senior Management. They will 

prepare and present figures at all the 6 monthly and yearly Formal KPI review meetings.

They are there to oversee, from a higher level, that the Branches are meeting all set KPI’s. They hold regular internal review meetings 
with the Branch GM’s and the Regional GM’s to identify Key Indicators to improve on this partnership, and therefore strengthen our 
service value proposition.

They also provide ongoing support and maintenance.
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BRANCH SERVICE STRUCTURE & SUPPORT
BRANCH GENERAL MANAGER

The Branch GM will be present at all customer review meetings along with the Branch Service Manager if required.

BRANCH SERVICE MANAGER
Branch Service Manager overseas all processes within the Service Dept. to ensure the smooth running of each customer site. They advise, guide 

and make decisions where Management intervention is required. They are also there to ensure that all enquiries are actioned within the specified 

time frame.

SERVICE ACCOUNT MANAGERS (SAM)

Our SAM’s regularly visitor each site and confirm inventory levels are correct.

If additional stock is required they will manage the task. They will interact with the designated site contacts to ensure that the service is 
supplied, in accordance with agreed KPI levels. The SAM will record any changes made or further action required.

SERVICE CO-COORDINATORS

Service Co-Ordinators are appointed at each Alsco Branch, in our service departments and can be contacted, between the hours of 6am and 6pm, 

to process an order, add to a delivery or resolve any issue before it turns into a problem.

SERVICE DELIVERY PERSONNEL (SDP’S)

Alsco employs Service Delivery People as opposed to drivers to service all customer sites. They are responsible for all deliveries, and in most 

instances are the first points of contact for operational enquiries.
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SECTION 2
IMPLEMENTATION & SCOPE OF WORK

18
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INITIAL SETUP 
ALSCO WILL PROVIDE...
• Client product and garment catalogues to be designed for key personal detailing the products, prices and garment

information on offer.

• Transition plans from the current incumbent to Alsco will be discussed and agreed upon, if applicable

• Meetings between key personnel and Alsco stakeholders to establish a clear path of communication, between all parties
responsible for service

• Establish clear implementation plans, with set dates for install

• Identify and resolve any current issues with key stakeholders

• Work with Client, to identify requirements for initial rollout, expected demand, and for ongoing service

• Client Head Office to have final sign off on overall cost for set up, prior to any inventory order or implementation

ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT
 • An effective and appropriate level of account operational and administrative Management is provided

 • The Account Manager makes regular visits to the site

 • Monthly, scheduled performance meetings with Client

 • All written and verbal complaints dealt with and resolved satisfactorily in a timely manner
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REVIEW FOR SUCCESS
In addition to the monthly service review meetings, Alsco will conduct regular Management Review meetings 
with our customers Senior Management. Typically these are conducted on a quarterly or bi-annull basis and 
involve discussions and feedback on mutually agreed Key performance Indicators (KPI's) such as;

• Supply of products and services to required quantities;

• Quality performance of delivered products and services against agreed standards and specifications;

• Provision of accurate, timely and informative invoicing and usage reporting;

• Client satisfaction measured through site surveys;

• Accurate and timely delivery.

We also use the management review meetings to consistently look at ways to improve the overall partnership through discussion on 

such issues as;

• Current market trends;

• Anticipated activity levels and special requirements;

• Financial results analysis;

• Cost improvement solutions.

ALSCO GUARANTEE
At Alsco we are proud of our unwavering commitment to provide your business with 
flexible, convenient and cost effective rental services. That's the Alsco Guarantee.
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SECTION 3
OUR PRODUCTS

23
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ALSCO PROVIDES 
A COMPLETE 
LINEN SOLUTION

The right restaurant linen is vitally important to the appearance 

and atmosphere of your restaurant, café, hotel, function centre 

or catering business. 

At Alsco we offer a comprehensive range of linen with products that 

can be tailored to suit your needs including tablecloths, table linen, 

tea towels, HACCP food & glass wipes and floor mats.

As part of our complete linen solution we also supply hospitality 

workwear such as chef uniforms and workwear for your kitchen and  

wait staff.

Linen rental from Alsco offers many benefits and advantages. Firstly 

there’s the convenience of hassle free, flexible delivery with agreed 

schedules designed around the needs of your business and the 

reassurance that all linen is cleaned, sanitised and repaired before 

delivery. And of course there’s the financial benefits of no capital 

outlay being required and the tax deductible advantages. When 

you consider all the benefits of linen rental, you’ll see it makes good 

business sense.
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TABLE LINEN

There’s no look in a restaurant 

more reassuring to a patron than 

the appearance of clean, fresh 

and bright white table linen. It 

sets the mood and image of your 

whole establishment.

For an easy and economical way 

to revitalise your restaurant, you 

can trust Alsco to have a range of 

quality, elegant table linen to suit 

your restaurant theme.

FEATURES

• No large, up front capital costs

• Bright, clean, crisp and fresh 

linen always available

• Fabrics and sizes to suit your 

needs and budget

• Agreed, regular system where 

soiled linen is exchanged with 

fresh linen

• An inventory managed system

• Added services like colour 

coded wipes for HACCP food 

safety systems

TEA TOWELS

Alsco provides convenient and 

economical solutions so you 

can maintain the highest linen 

standards for your business. Our 

fully managed tea towel rental 

service featuring quality fabrics 

in a choice of sizes and colours 

is no exception.

FEATURES

• Regular pickup and delivery

• 100% cotton or poly/cotton

• Rely on a flexible inventory 

management system

• Highly absorbent

• Generous size

• Professionally laundered to 

ensure they are bacteria free

• Avoid purchasing and 

reordering costs

From the appeal of crisp white table linen for your 
restaurant through to the convenience of fresh tea 
towels and food and glass wipes, Alsco can design 
the perfect linen rental package to fit your needs 
and your budget.  

FOOD AND GLASS WIPES

Alsco’s reusable wipes are 

a cost effective, efficient and 

environmentally friendly way 

to clean up just about any 

surface at your business.

Unlike other wipes that 

eventually end up in landfill, 

Alsco wipes are recyclable. 

They’re collected and laundered 

to Australian quality standards 

and delivered back to our 

customers, ready for use 

and reuse.

Wipe options include:

• Food wipes – colour coded to 

avoid cross contamination

• Glass wipes – suitable for glass 

detailing and cleaning

FEATURES

• Biodegradable, 

environmentally friendly 

alternative

• 100% cotton – durable, 

effective and absorbent

• Compliant with HACCP 

and workplace health and 

safety regulations

• Consistent size and shape

• Availability assured

• Exchange service

ACCOMMODATION LINEN*

We’re confident any business 

in the accommodation and 

hospitality industries can benefit 

from our high quality bedroom 

and bathroom linen. Quite simply 

it’s a convenient and affordable 

way to provide your guests with 

the maximum comfort of beautiful 

clean linen.

Our range includes plush towels, 

bath mats, hand towels, face 

towels and sheets and is 

available in a variety of sizes 

to suit your needs and budget.

We also cater to hospitals and 

aged care facilities as well as 

health retreats, physios and spas.

FEATURES

• Managed rental program

which helps cash flow

• Quality fabrics, sizes 

and colours

• Regular pickup and delivery

• Rely on flexible inventory 

management service

*Cairns, Sydney, Newcastle, Wollongong, and Adelaide branches only
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ALSCO MATS 
DELIVER 
COMPLETE 
FLOORCARE 
SOLUTIONS

Available Australia wide, our mat service helps protect our customers 

floors from dirt and premature wear plus reduces the risks of slips and 

trips that come with slippery surfaces.

Just look at the benefits of mat rental and you’ll see it makes good 

business sense:

• Keeps floors clean and prevents floor damage

• Presents a clean image to your staff and customers

• No capital outlay

• Tax deductible advantages

• Complete managed service – we supply, launder and reinstall

for one cost

With our extensive product range and service options, we can  

solve any problem or need you have, with weekly rates starting 

from less than $1 a day.

Anti-Fatigue Wear Resistance Slip Resistance Visual Appeal

‘Green’Evolution Mats

Rubber Work-Area Mats

Entrance Mats

High-Traffic Area Mats

Image & Logo Mats

Safety Mats

Our customers can’t believe the difference an Alsco Serviced Mat makes 

compared to a purchased mat. So try our 2 week FREE trial offer and see 

for yourself. You won’t be disappointed.
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DUST CONTROL &  
FLOOR PROTECTION MATS

Busy entrances and doorways require 
protection against the elements like 
sunlight, rain and grit. Premature wear 
on floor surfaces is costly but can be 
significantly reduced along with slips 
and falls induced by wet weather.

Our range of Dust Control & Entrance 
Mats will enhance the image of your 
office or workplace and ensure you have 
taken all the precautions necessary to 
keep a safe work environment for your 
staff and customers.

FEATURES

• Captures 80% of dust and grit keeping 
floors cleaner for longer

• Highly absorbent mats stop floors from 
becoming slippery

• Anti-static properties attract airborne 
particles and maximise dust control

• Beautiful presentation complements 
your company image

• Durable design for long lasting strength

• A variety of sizes and colours available

WET AREA MATS

Most businesses can think of an area on 
their site where fluids find their way onto 
the floors, making them very slippery 
and dangerous for staff and customers 
to walk on. 

Alsco Wet Area Mats are designed to allow 
fluid to flow through the mat keeping 
the surface your staff and customers are 
walking on dry and safe. Typical areas that 
Wet Area Mats are placed are in showers, 
kitchens, under sinks and front entrances.

FEATURES

• Anti-microbial properties reduce the 
growth of bacteria 

• Cushioned design reduces pressure on 
the back, legs and feet 

• Fluid and dirt is allowed to flow through
the mat leaving surface areas dryer

• Dropped food scraps are allowed to 
flow through mat

• Resistant to oils, solvents and water

• Available in black in two sizes

ANTI-FATIGUE MATS

Standing for long periods of time in areas 
like work stations  can be uncomfortable 
and can fast track fatigue, eventually 
affecting productivity and morale.

Alsco Anti-Fatigue Mats are made of a 
special compound that provides relief to 
employees. The special cleated base lifts 
the mat off the hard surface enabling some 
give, and providing comfort while standing 
for long periods of time.

FEATURES

• Anti fatigue mats are light weight 
making them easier to lift for cleaning

• Contains anti microbial properties to 
reduce the growth of bacteria

• Elevated off the ground to provide a soft 
feel under foot

• Bevelled edges enable easy walk on 
and up

PERSONALISED MATS

A mat is the perfect way to communicate 
a message to your staff or customers, 
whether it’s a safety message or a copy 
of the company vision statement.

What better way to start a relationship 
with customers than by greeting them 
with a personalised message or simple 
welcome mat. 

Thanks to Chromojet printing technology, 
there’s practically no limit to the intricacy 
of the image and colour matching that can 
bring your brand to life.

From a simple ‘Welcome’ to the most 
intricate corporate logo, we can bring 
an almost endless range of design and 
branding possibilities literally to your 
door. We provide all the artwork FREE. 
So ask us how you can bring your own 
personalised logo mat to life!

FEATURES

• Special Chromojet printing – re-create 
most designs you can imagine

• Personalised logo mats – present a 
professional image and brand to your 
customers

• Welcome or greeting mats – start to 
build relationships when customers 
first enter your premises

• 27 colours – enables endless options
to bring your design to life

• Photo realistic mats can bring your 
corporate photos to life

• Revolutionary gripper patterns mean 
better mat stability on hard and 
carpeted surfaces

MESSAGE MATS

Alsco Message Mats, each emblazoned 
with key Work Health Safety messages, are 
an effective way to keep your workplace 
aware, and reinforce the importance of 
safety to your staff every day. This can help 
reduce your safety costs with fewer 
incidents and lower safety expenditure.

Designed with bright and imaginative 
artwork, these slip resistant mats are 
hard to miss. Safety Message Mats come 
in a variety of designs so your staff see 
a different message or design each 
service. This keeps the safety message 
as fresh and impressive as the mat it is 
printed on.

Choose from a pool of 4 ready made 
Safety Mats, or customise your very 
own design using our ChromoJet 
printing technology. 

FEATURES

• Clear reminders – increase safety 
awareness and decrease workplace risks 

• Rotated message designs – keeps 
safety awareness fresh each week and 
maximises number of safety messages

• Customised messages – highlight 
workplace WHS initiatives in 
your company

• Dual role – reduce workplace slips and 
trips and provide a safety reminder

• Available in a variety of designs to suit 
your business
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KEEPING 
YOU WH&S 
COMPLIANT 
AND YOUR 
WORKERS SAFE

At Alsco, we’re totally committed to promoting safe environmental work 

practices and providing products that help make your workplace healthier, 

safer and greener. By providing all your safety needs from fully stocked first 

aid kits to safety training courses, we focus on supporting you to maintain 

your WH&S compliance. That means you can focus on what you do best 

- your core business strategies.

Of course, Alsco first aid services aren’t just about the reassurance of 

helping your business remain WH&S compliant. When you look at the 

financial and maintenance benefits of our safety products you’ll see it 

also makes great business sense.

Firstly, our fully managed First Aid Supply and Service Kit requires no 

capital outlay which avoids taking funds away from other areas of your 

business. There are also tax deductible advantages and our flexible 

pricing options with a supply and servicing option included in a fixed 

monthly fee. You also have the assurance of systems being checked and 

updated regularly combined with regular maintenance.  
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FIRST AID KITS

We provide a highly visible 

wall mounted First Aid Cabinet 

(featuring only hospital grade 

supplies) which is serviced 

regularly. This ensures the cabinet 

is always maintained to the code 

of practice standard. Our First 

Aid Kits are designed for all types 

of workplaces and employee 

numbers and you have the choice 

of either fixed or portable kits.

FEATURES

• Our site surveys ascertain the 

number and type of kits you need

• We adjust or add extra modules 

to suit your requirements

• Your service schedule is entered 

into our distribution system

• Each service recorded on

a service sticker

• All high quality stock replaced 

before expiry dates

• 100% compliance with 

the new WH&S legislation

and regulations

• Staff have constant access to 

appropriate first aid supplies

AUTOMATED EXTERNAL 

DEFIBRILLATOR

Our managed Automated 

External Defibrillator (AED) 

service ensures you have access 

to a high quality, affordable 

Automated External Defibrillator 

at all times. WH&S legislation 

recommends that places of work 

have an AED on site. Through 

Alsco, you and your staff will 

have the reassurance of one 

of the world’s leading AEDs, 

the HeartSine Samaritan 500P.

FEATURES

• Unique combined battery and 

defibrillator pad unit

• Batteries and Pad replacement 

are included

• 4 year shelf life

• 7 year guarantee

• Lifetime FREE software updates

• Easy to follow audio 

instructions and visual display

• Compact, light and durable

- up to 56% smaller than other 

PAD/AEDs

• Advanced performance with 

proprietory technology and 

critical data capture

From our regularly maintained first aid kits, eye wash 
stations and defibrillators to First Aid, Fire and Evacuations 
Training, Alsco can design the perfect First Aid Safety 
Package to fit your WH&S needs and your budget. 

EYEWASH STATION

Our transitory, low-cost eyewash 

station is perfect for small 

workshops, labs and kitchens 

where debris and liquid hazards 

can cause irreparable sight 

damage. This easily installed 

station is the essential immediate 

response before a plumbed 

solution can be reached. Along 

with large hazardous industrial 

situations, eyewash stations are 

now popular in schools.

FEATURES

• Supply and service

• Sturdy safe wall 

mounted cabinet

• High visibility

• Regular maintenance

• Out of date supplies replaced

• 2 x 500ml solution

• No mess flush system

MANAGED TRAINING SERVICES

Alsco offers Nationally Accredited 

First Aid and Fire and Evacuation 

courses with flexible course options 

to suit your business. Our innovative 

Managed Training System has been 

specifically developed to offer an 

encrypted secure, on-line system 

that is catered to each individual 

customer and workplace. Designed 

to support our customers with 

national visibility in maintaining 

and managing their training data 

and requirements under legislation, 

it also ensures you have the ability 

to monitor and trend your risks 

with an immediate time Risk and 

Incident Management tool. 

FEATURES

• National expertise aids 

clients with workplaces

across Australia

• Access to a secure incident 

reporting tool 

• Information compiled in 

centrally recorded dossier 

• On-site training (conditions 

apply) conducted by 

specialised trainers 

• Immediate time reporting 

ensures training and status 

reports remain current

• Revolutionary “Seats” system 

and fee structure allows fixed 

prices irrespective of your 

staff turnover
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GARMENTS TO IMPROVE 
PERFORMANCE & 
CUSTOMER SERVICE
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CONTACT ALSCO TODAY

Let Alsco tailor an effective program to suit 
your company. While we do the work, you 
maintain control, giving you more time to 
focus on the things your business does best.

CALL 1300 659 892

VISIT www.alsco.com.au

ECOSAFE WASHER

• Solvent-Free Machine Parts 
Cleaner

• Non-Toxic 
• Non-Flammable
• Environmentally-Friendly
• Heated, Water Based Fluid
• Cleaned Regularly

CONTINUOUS TOWEL & 
INDUSTRIAL WIPES

• Environmentally-Friendly
• Soft, Absorbent and Hygienic
• Avoid Overflowing Bins
• Easy to Use
• Industrial Wipes Clean any 

Surface Cost-Effectively

MANAGED TRAINING 
SERVICES

• First Aid Training
• Warden Training
• Managed Training Service
• Nationally Accredited Courses
• Tailored to your Workplace

FIRST AID

• Sturdy, Wall-Mounted and 
Portable Cabinets

• Colour-Coded for Specific Injuries
• Hospital-Grade Supplies
• Stock Replaced Before Expiry 

Dates
• WHS Compliant

WASHROOM

• Functional, Hygienic and Stylish 
Products and Services

• Odour Control
• Washroom
• Sanitary
• Hand Hygiene
• Clinical 

ALSCO DIRECT

• High-Quality Industrial and 
Commercial Uniforms

• Garments can be personalised
• Tissue, Washroom, Paper and 

Cleaning supplies
• Same Day or Next Day Delivery
• Competitive Prices

LINEN

• Table linen
• Tea Towels
• Food & Glass Wipes
• Accommodation Linen
• Day Spa Linen

FLOOR MATS

• Dust Control Mats
• High-Traffic Mats
• Non-Slip Mats
• Anti-Fatigue Mats
• Safety Mats 
• Personalised Mats and more

PROUDLY SUPPLYING  
AUSTRALIAN WORKPLACES

WHAT ALSCO OFFERS

Alsco provides professionally managed rental services 
to over 45,000 customers via 27 branches making 
Alsco the leading textile rental company in Australia.

Our range of products cover 95% of industries in 
Australia from restaurant & catering, manufacturing, 
food processing, mining, engineering, healthcare, 
automotive, retail, education, office & workplace, 
government & services and accommodation. 

WHY BUY WHEN YOU CAN RENT?

With no upfront costs, a tax deductible service, 
higher standards of presentation, and a reduction in 
laundering and repair costs; the benefits of renting  
are obvious. 

Alsco is a leader in developing and implementing 
new procedures to improve the rental process for 
clients, including bar-coded and UHF chipped items to 
maximise accuracy and efficiency.

WORKWEAR

• Industrial Workwear
• Food & Beverage Workwear
• Food Industry Workwear
• Image Workwear
• Medical Workwear
• Corporate Customising 
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SECTION 4
OUR COMBINED STRENGTH

In order to provide our customers with a total managed 
service solution, Alsco owns and operates most of its critical 
supply partners.  Fresh & Clean, Deane Apparel, Australian 
Linen Supply and Cleanroom Garments are wholly owned 
Alsco subsidiaries.  This generates significant cost savings 
and ensures the quality and availability of products.
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Acquired  in 1988, Fresh & Clean is a market leader in providing innovation and tailored solutions in the washroom industry. We 
pride ourselves in providing a total managed service solution for all of our customers ranging from the largest national accounts 
to a small business operation. We consider the relationship with our customers as a partnership, and are continually striving to 
improve and strengthen that relationship.

The four key areas to Fresh & Cleans’ success in partnering are listening, service consistency, communication and transparency. 
We make sure our service systems are simple to administer, and that our pricing, operations and procedures integrate consistently 
with those of our customers.

As part of our total managed service solution, we provide the following products and services;

WASHROOM 

A wide selection of products 
are available to suit all your 
washroom needs., Fresh 
and Clean can ensure your 
washroom environments 
remain clean and hygienic 
presenting your employees 
with a productive and healthy 
atmosphere to work in.

HAND HYGIENE

A washroom leader in hand   
hygiene and assisting our 
customers in providing a more 
hygienic working environment 
for staff. State of the art 
dispensers are available 
to enhance this range of 
sanitisers and barrier creams.

FIRST AID

With safety in your workplace 
of great importance, Fresh 
& Clean supply and service 
a wide range of first aid kits, 
defibrillators and eyewash 
stations. To complement this 
range, first aid training is also 
available.

ENVIRONMENT

An alternative range of 
washroom products which 
are environmentally friendly, 
reducing water consumption 
and VOC’s, which have 
assisted Fresh & Clean in 
reducing it’s carbon footprint.
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A FRESH APPROACH 
TO WORKPLACE HEALTH 
AND HYGIENE
A clean, hygienic work environment speaks volumes about your business and workplace. 

Our Fresh & Clean managed rental programs offer a wide range of functional, hygienic 

and stylish products with an eco friendly focus. This brochure gives a brief snapshot of 

the many products we offer that are designed to ensure your work areas and washrooms 

are always healthy, pleasant and safe environments for staff and customers. 

HAND DRYER

It’s important to remember that hand-hygiene is a key part of 

workplace infection control and drying hands after washing is

a very important part of the process.

Our range of hand drying solutions can be used in any size public,

industrial, commercial and corporate office washroom and range

from manual paper towel solutions to automatic hands free, 

electronic paper towel dispenser and electronic hand dryers.

We also offer an eco range of paper towel solutions. 

Fresh & Clean autotowel paper towel dispensers use a controlled

paper towel system which reduces the amount of paper used

saving money, reducing waste and eliminating the need to touch

the dispenser.

Our Wastecare unit is mounted under or next to your hand drying

dispenser, and combines style and efficient function in washrooms

and office environments.

HAND SOAP DISPENSERS

Hand hygiene is vital to workplace health and hygiene. Proper 

hand washing with soap and water can protect you and others

from a number of infectious diseases which can be spread from

one person to another through contaminated hands.  Our hand

hygiene range of elegant yet sturdy wall mounted soap dispenser

units are economical and can be used in any size public, industrial,

commercial and corporate office washroom.

They are available in automatic hands free or manual soap 

dispensing units ranging from 500ml to 1.5 litres to suit your

particular usage levels or washroom layout needs.

The type of soap dispensed is important too so we have all types

covered. You can choose between foam, liquid or spray and we

also offer 3 litre heavy duty scrub soap dispensers as well as eco

solutions. It’s your choice.

INSTANT HAND SANITISERS

Helping to prevent the spread of illness in the workplace, our 

hand sanitiser dispensers are economical, effective and easy to

use. They can be conveniently positioned throughout buildings,

offices, reception, washrooms, and even individual work stations.

We can provide a range of hand sanitiser solutions to suit all

working environments from commercial to industrial, healthcare

to corporate.

Available in automatic hands free or manual hand sanitiser units,

they range in size from 500ml to 1.5 litres to suit your usage levels

or area needs, and are available in instant mist, liquid gel or foam.

ODOUR CONTROL

AIR FRESHENERS

To create a pleasant workplace environment by ensuring all

washrooms and other work areas of your organisation alway

smell fresh, our automatic and passive wall mounted air fresheners

are programmed to dispense a measured dose of fresh, aromatic

fragrance into your workplace.

You can choose between our automatic air freshener which 

releases freshener at selected intervals during the day or our 

passive air freshener which releases air freshener fragrance 

continuously 24/7.

WASHROOM

SANITISERS

To ensure your workplace provides clean, hygienic and fresh smelling

toilets, Fresh & Clean offers efficient sanitising solutions.

Our discreet wall mounted WC and Urinal sanitising dispensing

units help to prevent odours, cross infections and also assist in

reducing any residue staining of urinals and toilet bowls.

Also available are our toilet seat sanitiser solutions and wc and urinal

cistern or flush units which means anyone in the your workplace can

use your washrooms with confidence at anytime.

SANITARY

HYGIENE UNITS

We asked women what they wanted in a workplace feminine hygiene

unit and then designed one they would genuinely feel comfortable

using. So you know that a Fresh & Clean unit not only works for your

business, it works for women.

Also available are our specialist nappy units in varying sizes to meet

your needs while we can also provide sanitary and nappy vending

machines for your organisation along with baby change tables.

HAND HYGIENE

AUTOMATIC SOAP 
DISPENSER UNIT

AUTOMATIC
UNIT

CONTINUOUS 
UNIT

MANUAL HAND 
SANITISER UNIT

TOILET SEAT 
MANUAL 

SANITISER UNIT

WC/URINAL 
SENSOR 

SANITISER UNIT

AUTOMATIC
PAPER TOWEL 

FEMININE HYGIENE
SANITARY UNIT

WASTECARE
UNIT

NAPPY
SANITARY UNIT

MANUAL SOAP 
DISPENSER UNIT

A HYGIENE SOLUTION 
FOR THE WHOLE WORKPLACE

Creating a clean, safe and hygienic workplace for staff and customers isn’t 

just about clean washrooms. It applies to all areas of your business and 

workplace to ensure you stop the spread of illness and offer a pleasant, 

hygienic working environment for all. It’s why Fresh & Clean take a holistic 

approach to health and hygiene and offer a range of products and services 

as a tailor made solution to all your workplace needs. When you want 

a totally healthy workplace, Fresh & Clean have the solution.
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A FRESH APPROACH
TO WORKPLACE HEALTH
AND HYGIENE
A clean, hygienic work environment speaks volumes about your business and workplace.

Our Fresh & Clean managed rental programs offer a wide range of functional, hygienic

and stylish products with an eco friendly focus. This brochure gives a brief snapshot of

the many products we offer that are designed to ensure your work areas and washrooms

are always healthy, pleasant and safe environments for staff and customers.

HAND DRYER

It’s important to remember that hand-hygiene is a key part of 

workplace infection control and drying hands after washing is 

a very important part of the process.

Our range of hand drying solutions can be used in any size public, 

industrial, commercial and corporate office washroom and range 

from manual paper towel solutions to automatic hands free, 

electronic paper towel dispenser and electronic hand dryers. 

We also offer an eco range of paper towel solutions. 

Fresh & Clean autotowel paper towel dispensers use a controlled 

paper towel system which reduces the amount of paper used 

saving money, reducing waste and eliminating the need to touch 

the dispenser. 

Our Wastecare unit is mounted under or next to your hand drying 

dispenser, and combines style and efficient function in washrooms 

and office environments.

HAND SOAP DISPENSERS

Hand hygiene is vital to workplace health and hygiene. Proper 

hand washing with soap and water can protect you and others 

from a number of infectious diseases which can be spread from 

one person to another through contaminated hands.  Our hand 

hygiene range of elegant yet sturdy wall mounted soap dispenser 

units are economical and can be used in any size public, industrial, 

commercial and corporate office washroom.

They are available in automatic hands free or manual soap 

dispensing units ranging from 500ml to 1.5 litres to suit your 

particular usage levels or washroom layout needs.

The type of soap dispensed is important too so we have all types 

covered. You can choose between foam, liquid or spray and we 

also offer 3 litre heavy duty scrub soap dispensers as well as eco 

solutions. It’s your choice.

INSTANT HAND SANITISERS

Helping to prevent the spread of illness in the workplace, our 

hand sanitiser dispensers are economical, effective and easy to 

use. They can be conveniently positioned throughout buildings, 

offices, reception, washrooms, and even individual work stations. 

We can provide a range of hand sanitiser solutions to suit all 

working environments from commercial to industrial, healthcare 

to corporate.

Available in automatic hands free or manual hand sanitiser units, 

they range in size from 500ml to 1.5 litres to suit your usage levels 

or area needs, and are available in instant mist, liquid gel or foam.

ODOUR CONTROL

AIR FRESHENERS

To create a pleasant workplace environment by ensuring all 

washrooms and other work areas of your organisation alway 

smell fresh, our automatic and passive wall mounted air fresheners 

are programmed to dispense a measured dose of fresh, aromatic 

fragrance into your workplace. 

You can choose between our automatic air freshener which 

releases freshener at selected intervals during the day or our 

passive air freshener which releases air freshener fragrance 

continuously 24/7.

WASHROOM

SANITISERS

To ensure your workplace provides clean, hygienic and fresh smelling 

toilets, Fresh & Clean offers efficient sanitising solutions. 

Our discreet wall mounted WC and Urinal sanitising dispensing 

units help to prevent odours, cross infections and also assist in 

reducing any residue staining of urinals and toilet bowls. 

Also available are our toilet seat sanitiser solutions and wc and urinal 

cistern or flush units which means anyone in the your workplace can 

use your washrooms with confidence at anytime.

SANITARY

HYGIENE UNITS

We asked women what they wanted in a workplace feminine hygiene 

unit and then designed one they would genuinely feel comfortable 

using. So you know that a Fresh & Clean unit not only works for your 

business, it works for women.  

Also available are our specialist nappy units in varying sizes to meet 

your needs while we can also provide sanitary and nappy vending 

machines for your organisation along with baby change tables.

HAND HYGIENE

AUTOMATIC SOAP 
DISPENSER UNIT

AUTOMATIC 
UNIT

CONTINUOUS 
UNIT

MANUAL HAND 
SANITISER UNIT

TOILET SEAT 
MANUAL 

SANITISER UNIT

WC/URINAL 
SENSOR 

SANITISER UNIT

AUTOMATIC 
PAPER TOWEL 

FEMININE HYGIENE 
SANITARY UNIT

WASTECARE 
UNIT

NAPPY 
SANITARY UNIT

MANUAL SOAP 
DISPENSER UNIT
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DEANE

Over 81 years in business Deane Apparel has clothed all types of workforces, instilling pride and cohesion to 
those workforces in the process.  Today their customers are as unique and as diverse as Air New Zealand, 
McDonalds, Officeworks, Beyond Bank, UnitingCare Ageing (NSW/ACT & QLD), State Transit Authority of 
NSW and Subway to name a few. 

Deane’s work wear heritage and association with the laundries mean our garments must be tougher than 
most. To ensure garments have been engineered to provide both durability and longevity all fabrics, trim 
details (such as buttons), together with the fit and styling of your garments has been carefully selected in 
order to provide a uniform that is fit for purpose and ensures wearer comfort.

Deane Apparel offer end to end, Total Apparel Management solutions which are tailored to meet the 
individual needs of each customer.  
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Australian Linen Supply is one of Australia’s 
leading importers and distributor of linen products 
designed for commercial laundry use, the 
hospitality sector and healthcare industries.

Founded in 1970 under the name of Australian 
Uniform Company to manufacture quality uniforms. 
In 1984, following the acquisition of Wyanna Mills, 
the company changed the name to Australian 
Linen Supply Company.

Their extensive linen product range includes: 
napery (table linen), high quality white & vat 
dye coloured bed sheets and pillowcases, quilts, 
white satin striped & pigment printed quilt covers, 
blankets, pillows, mattress & pillow protectors, 
mattress toppers, white & vat dye coloured bath 
linen collection, white bathrobes & slippers, tea 
towels & swabs, apron, terry towelling bar runner 
rolls, laundry bags & stands, dust control mats, 
dispensing systems & cabinet towel rolls.
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Cleanroom Garments (CRG) is an Australian 
market leader in the provision of particulate free 
and antistatic cleanroom garment services to the 
pharmaceutical, medical, electronic, defence force 
and healthcare markets.

Many food manufacturing companies have internal 
sectors known as hot rooms or bacteria free working 
zones, due to the work being carried out. This is an 
area in which CRG specialises.

Located in Australia, and established since 1970, CRG 
has been instrumental in developing and providing 
contamination control solutions to the cleanroom 
industry. From ultraclean garment processing, cutting 
edge cleanroom garment design or specialised 
cleanroom products...CRG will fulfill your diverse 
requirements. 

CRG operates a cleanroom facility in Melbourne, fully 
equipped to service your cleanroom requirements. 

CRG is unique in its ability to offer a complete supply 
solution to your contamination and infection control 
needs. Many of our customers are world leaders and 
require a business partner who can deliver the best 
products and services available at the right cost.
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